
 
KCA HOME TECHNICAL ROUTINE 

 
 

The following is a good routine covering a lot of technical fundamentals.   The routine is broken into 6 phases, and 
lasts about one hour.  Feel free to break it into parts for shorter workouts. If you are unable to do at full speed, 
double the breaks between each drill and/or at the end of each phase. 
 
Aerobics (Warmup):  Do each skill for 30 seconds w/out breaks in between (other than stretches) <TOTAL:12min> 

1. Toe Taps – 30 seconds each 
A) Toe Taps B) Toe Taps x10 + 5 Snap Backs, turn & repeat C) Brazillian Toe Taps  

(Stretch Calves – 30sec) 
2. Bells – 30 seconds each 

A) Bells        B) 2x Bells + Roll, Back & Forth C) 3x Bells + Puskas, Back & Forth D) 4x Bells + LPull, Switch 
(Stretch Quads – 30sec) 

3. L-Pulls – 30 seconds each 
A) L-Pull+Push (R ft, L ft)       B) L-Pull Switch C) L-Pull Puskas (R ft, L ft) 

(Stretch Groin – 30sec) 
4. Push-Pulls  (keep head up) 

A) Swipers (x10 on each foot then switch feet) B) Push-Pull (x10 each foot then switch)    
C) Swiper + Pull-Push + Roll (once per side, and after roll, switch to the other foot)    
D) Push-Pull – Outside foot, laces, inside foot – then switch feet and repeat, one full rotation per foot 

 (Stretch Hamstring – 30sec) 
 <DRINK BREAK – 1 min> 
 
Rolls:  2 Cones 10ft apart – Roll ball back & forth facing 1 direction.  Do each for 1min, then 30sec break. <6min> 

1. Inside Roll   2.   Puskas @ ends – right ft on left, left ft on right 
3. L-Pull @ ends – left ft on left, right ft on right 
 <DRINK BREAK –1 min> 

 
Turns: Cones @ 10ft – Dribble between them using these turns at ends.  Do each 1 min, then 30sec break <8min> 

1. Pull Back   2.  Chop / Inside of foot turn 
3. Hook / Outside of foot turn  4. Cruyff   5. Stepover Turn  
 <DRINK BREAK –1 min> 

 
Moves: Cones 20ft apart – Dribble back and forth, using skills to dribble around cones at the end. Switch feet after 
4 times each foot.  Do each move for 1 min, then 30sec break <8min> 

1. Scissors     2. Matthews 
3. Croqueta    4. Beardsley (Hip Swivel) 
Variation: Work on combining any 2 from the list above in any order, and use a double move at each end.   
There are 12 possible combos.   Write them out, and do each move combo twice with each foot for 8 min.   
 <DRINK BREAK –1 min> 

 
Wall Passing - 8 minutes 

- Using 2 touches:  Right Foot Inside, Left Foot Inside, Right Laces, Left Laces 
- Repeat with only 1 touch:  
Note: Keep feet moving, stay on your toes.   Work on accuracy 
Extra: Include fake kicks and pushing ball to the side before playing, Include checking shoulders. 
 <DRINK BREAK –1 min> 

 
Juggling – 8 minutes 

- Extra: 12 Surface Challenge:  Try and see how many difference surfaces you can use in one round of 
juggling.   Maximum of 12: head, chest, shoulder x2, thigh x2, inside – laces – outside of each foot.  



EXAMPLE VIDEOS 
Here are examples of “technical aerobics” that I used throughout the routine above.  Feel free to look through 
these to come up with other variations to the routine.  Or just try to follow along with these videos. 
 
50 Soccer Aerobics Skills: https://youtu.be/ObncYq18lMw 
Beast Mode  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PCFsyvrcNTY 

1. Toe Taps x10 (5 Tap Back)  
2. Bells x8 (Ronaldo Touch)  
3. Swipers (Side to Side x10 Switch) 
4. Cuckoos (Forward, Back x 10 Switch)  
5. L-Pulls  
6. Step Overs play away  
7. Rolls x3 (switch)  

8. Brazillian Toe Taps (toe tap, toe tap behind)  
9. Matthews (trap bottom foot, repeat)  
10. Snakes (opposite matthews)  
11. Cruyffs (with fake shot)  
12. BONUS – Dimartino (Cuckoo behind the leg 

forward)   

Beast Mode Phase 2: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E2LzGfgAK5s 
1. Fluid Bells (tic-toc x2, play forward)  
2. Fake Cruyff (i.e. Beardsley but same foot 

playaway)  
3. Stop Go-Go  

4. Stop Go-Ronaldo  
5. Rabanha (kick behind leg)  
6. Best (Rabanha with outside foot)  
7. Roll & Go  

Beast Mode Phase 3:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SiE98cqJOTo 
Beast Mode Phase 4:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wDIGqcnW9Yc 
Coerver:  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Aej7YNZEpLE  

1. Foundation + LPull  (5:25) 
2. Cookoo – Outside, Laces, Inside (6:05) 
3. Front-Back-Side-Side (F/B x2, S/S x2, switch feet) (6:41)  
4. Swipers w/ Back (S/S front, S/S behind switch feet) (7:10)  
5. Partner stuff  (7:45) 

Fun Example:   http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lPvHSE6ZnpY 
 

DEFINITIONS 
Here are some definitions of items in the routine that may need further explanation 

1. Puskas - Push the ball forward and pull the ball back with the sole then push the ball diagonally forward 
with the outside of the foot.  

2. L-Pull -- Push the ball forward and pull the ball back with the sole of the foot then pass the ball behind the 
standing leg with the inside of the foot. Control the ball with the sole of the other foot.   

3. Chop -- Push ball forward, move past ball and turn toward ball and take it with the inside of the foot in the 
opposite direction.  

4. Hook -- Push ball forward, move past ball and turn toward ball while taking it with the outside of the foot 
in the opposite direction.  

5. Cruyff -- Push the ball forward, fake kick with inside of foot, but instead pull ball behind the standing leg 
and change directions.  

6. Stepover -- Push ball forward, step over ball with one foot, turn toward ball and take it in the opposite 
direction with the outside of the same foot.  

7. Scissors -- Starting with the ball to one side, step over or in front of ball so that the ball ends up on the 
other side of you. Take the ball in the opposite direction with the outside of the other foot  

8. Matthews -- Fake with inside of foot nudging ball by dipping shoulder, then take ball in the opposite 
direction with the outside of same foot. (explode)  

9. Beardsley / Hip Swivel -- Cut ball with inside of foot slightly backward and swivel your hips toward the 
ball, then take ball ahead with the inside of the opposite foot.  


